AKS ACCELERATOR

ENTERPRISE STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Accelerate adoption of your container strategy using AKS. This
comprehensive, consultant-led, turnkey solution will enable the conception,
automation, and implementation of an enterprise-grade container and kubernetes
solution with AKS. Save months of learnings, trial and error, and costly false starts
while implementing a complete solution empowering your teams to take advantage
of an advanced and proven container strategy.

InCycle’s AKS Enterprise Accelerator solution provides key components required for a
successful container strategy implementation. Every component is designed to accelerate
adoption, standardization and governance. The packaged service eases infrastructure
maintenance through automation, empowers teams via self-service, and streamlines
implementation through state-of-the-art guidance and a proven roadmap.

TURNKEY SOLUTION
SAVE MONTHS!

Using a container is easy. Developing and
implementing an enterprise container strategy is
complex and difficult. Save time, effort and money
by implementing a production-ready solution.

END-TO-END SOLUTION
An enterprise-grade solution is more than
deploying an AKS cluster. You need proven, robust
practices and built-in governance to realize a
reliable, scalable and easy to manage Kubernetes
experience.

EMPOWER YOUR TEAMS

Automation is key to standardization and
predictability — empowering your teams to take
complete advantage of a containerized
infrastructure.

ADAPTABLE

A proven and adaptable plan is paramount for a
contextual and smooth implementation. Our
expert consultants tailor strategies to meet your
specific goals.

AKS ACCELERATOR PHASES

“InCycle’s AKS Enterprise Strategy and Implementation Accelerator is a novel concept. After
over a year trying to do it ourselves, it allowed us to implement a state-of-the-art container
strategy with AKS --- within weeks! Our teams can now access on-demand and ready-to-use AKS
clusters that adhere to our software, quality and security standards”.

InCycle Fortune 500 Customer

GET STARTED
Start accelerating your AKS container strategy today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com
or visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for
immediate assistance.
InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation
company. Recognized for industry leadership and
customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient of
the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year (2017-19).

